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by
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Administration
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on Science, Graduate School of
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Abstract
There is a strong need to clarify how to proceed with thinking and action in the processes of
"Abduction, Verification, Evaluation and Decision-Making for past matters and future matters,”
whereas they are often thought to be alike.
(1) In particular, it is necessary to clarify how to visually proceed with abduction among people.
(2) Also, it is necessary to clarify how to change the thinking and processes of "Abduction,
Verification, Evaluation and Decision-Making" between that for past matters and that for future
matters.
(3) At the present time, there is a very clear process for verifying past matters using conventional
scientific methodology, but the process for clarifying future matters using only conventional
scientific methods is very vague.
As a result, we have to establish a clear academic discipline for the methodology of this process.
This paper answers these question and needs.

The English translation of this paper was backed by “Grant- in- Aid for Publication of Scientific
Results” of the Japanese Ministry of Education.
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Thesis Statement
1. Cards and forms make the working process of thinking visual using the language of abduction,
verification, evaluation and decision-making.
2. This clarifies that within the processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making
there are sub-processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making.
3. The contents of evaluation and evaluation standards, which are necessary for the processes of
abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making, are clarified by identifying the
relationship between the value direction and the phased input and output appearing in the cards
and forms.
4.The abduction method and hypotheses which have not been explained previously in the process of
abductive, inductive or deductive thinking are explained.
5. The abduction mechanism allows us to build a theory in which abduction is seen as a
conversation between the front brain and the back brain, whereas we can think of inductive
thinking as a conversation between the left and right brains, starting in the right, and deductive
thinking as a conversation between the left and right brains, starting in the left.
These are explained and became the visible methodology using DTCN/DTC methodology.
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A Procedure and Format for the Thinking and Action of "Abduction, Verification, Evaluation and
Decision Making" to Reveal Rational Past Mechanisms and to Create Future Mechanisms.
By Michihiko Esaki & Keiji Kimura, Information Administration Science, Graduate School of
Business Administration, Asahi University

1. Introduction
The following issues and questions concerning the processes of abduction, verification, evaluation
and decision-making have not been answered.
(1) Abduction is not like induction or deduction. It has been said that without inspiration there is
no way for abduction to exist. (C.S. Peirce, Masakazu Nakayama, etc.) [1][2] However, isn’t it
possible for us to rationalize the mechanism of abduction and express it in a visual form or
method process for use among the people concerned?
(2) The author and others believe there are two types of abduction. They are abduction to create
future-oriented mechanisms and abduction to explain past-oriented mechanisms. There are few
theses which discuss their use, or the similarities, relationshipes and differences between them.
There is a need for information on the abduction method on the Internet.
Are there any good ways to explain the uses and methods of future-oriented
abduction and past-oriented abduction?
(3) The contents and processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making to explain
mechanisms of current or past phenomena have been clarified. People often use the terms future
verification or future evaluation to express the contents and process of verification and
evaluation when creating future management mechanisms or estimating natural mechanisms.
However, there are areas which are still vague, while we are doing this under consciousness; for
example, what is sufficient in the contents and process?
We have found few instructions or theses which outline what should be
contents or processes.
Can we not create a thesis that clarifies everything?
The thesis of this paper responds to the above questions and needs.
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2. The process
processes
es,
es, thinking,
thinking, and action of abduction, verification, evaluation and decisiondecision-making
to create futurefuture-oriented mechanisms
Among the methods which the author has developed are DTCN and DTC [3], [4] (DTCN: Design
to Customer’s Needs; DTC: Design to Cost). The author believes that the processes, thinking and
actions of abduction, verification, and decision-making are the same as those of the Purpose
Measure Diagram (PMD) Method and the process in the Steplist Method, which moves from an
inductive approach to a deductive approach in DTNC/DTC. The following charts explain this.
(Note:In this paper, all figures and tables are called as chart)
Chart 1 summarizes DTCN/DTC and indicates the positions of the PMD (Purpose Measure
Diagram), the Steplist Method, and the FBS (Function Breakdown Structure) Method. The chart
helps to clarify what DTCN/DTC is. [3]
Chart 2 outlines the PMD Method.
Chart 3 summarizes the Steplist Management Method.
Chart 4 and Chart 5 illustrate an actual example in which a student completes a graduation
thesis. The completion of the thesis is the focused future and is identified as the future abduction.
The charts show the rational processes needed to materialize the future abduction, future
verification, future evaluation, and future decision-making. (In this case, the decision-making is to
start writing the core part of the graduation thesis and then move to actions complete).
Chart 6 compares actual examples of artificial past and future-oriented steps of abduction,
verification, evaluation, and decision-making, and future-oriented abduction, verification,
evaluation, decision-making, implementation and ex post facto evaluation with the contrasting
DTCN/DTC phased steps in the right side column .
To explain conventional abduction, verification, evaluation, affirmation and/or decision-making
steps, Chart 7 attempts to portray the relationship framework between a past-oriented explanation
of a natural mechanism (upper left), a past-oriented explanation of an artificial mechanism (bottom
left) which can be divided into “intentional” or “accidental", and a future-oriented forecast of a
natural mechanism (upper right), to correspond to the pattern of abduction, verification, evaluation
and decision-making to create future-oriented mechanisms that are based on each stage of the PMD
and Steplist. (bottom right) which were shown in Chart 6.
The following charts explain in detail how to fill in the framework of Chart 7.
Chart 8 shows the Result Cause Diagram (RCD) Method and Future Result-Cause Diagram(FRCD)
Method compared with the PMD Method. The RCD Method is a new abduction method that
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explains the past-oriented mechanisms concept starting from the future management-style
abduction method of PMD. The FRCD Method is a new abduction method that forecasts the
mechanisms of future natural phenomena .
A PMD can produce a keyword (expression of future-oriented abduction) around the center by
applying "In order to . . .how to" structured answers to the questions of “What are we going to do
with it?”, and “What is enough to do? ”or “What should be done, at least ?”, - the same as
implications of something - objective and do - action- in the purpose and measure model.
(1) An RCD is a concept model for getting a past-oriented abduction expression, which is the key to
finding the relationships between result and cause without gaps using cards showing
combinations of something - subjective, and do -existence, which correspond to what must have
caused the current visual result facts or phenomena.
(2) An FRCD (Future Result Cause Diagram) displays a concept model for getting a future-oriented
abduction expression, which is the key to finding the relationships between cause and result
without gaps using cards showing combinations of something - subjective, and do-existence,
which respond to what should cause such a future phenomena.
It is easy to find what is missing if there are diagrams of PMD, RCD and FRCD vertically and
cards/photos that include the purpose/result or current facts are attached just above the visual line
to fill in the gaps in the vertical line.
Chart 9 is RCD method example of abduction for explaining past-oriented artificial mechanisms
(intentional).
Chart 10 is an RCD method example of abduction for explaining past-oriented artificial
mechanisms (accidental or we say sometime by mistake).
Chart 11 is an RCD method example of abduction for past-oriented natural mechanisms.
Chart 12 is an FRCD method example of abduction for future-oriented natural mechanisms.
Chart 13 is the general clarification chart for language usage, the working context and examples
for abduction, verification, evaluation, decision-making to materialize, affirm, implement and ex

post facto evaluate each case.

3. Process integration of abduction, verification, evaluation, affirmation and decisiondecision-making for
the future and past
Chart 14 is an integrated flow diagram that illustrates the relationships of the process of
verification, evaluation, and affirmation or decision-making by the PMD, RCD, and FRCD Methods
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in charts 4, 9, 10 and 11, and their Steplist forms. From these charts, we understand that they
should be positioned and linked to shape PMD + abduction, verification, evaluation and
decision-making for future management use.
Some people do abduction and research even without clarifying whether their research will be
useful or not. If the research may be useful in the future, it is necessary to have links to a keyword
or PMD-style thesaurus to help pick up results whenever necessary . This should be the researcher’s
mission in society.

4. Main process of Abduction, Verification, Evaluation and DecisionDecision-making vs. the SubSub-process of
Abduction, Verification, Evaluation and DecisionDecision-making
Chart 15 illustrates the development of a desk for easy study in order to explain the relationships
between the main and sub-processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making.
The sub-processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making at each stage on the
right of the chart correspond to the processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and
decision-making on the left of the chart.
When we acknowledge and define that abduction, verification, evaluation and decision-making are
both broad and narrow processes, we can avoid the chaos of having a unified language for abduction,
verification, evaluation and decision-making.

5. Definition of evaluation and evaluation standard
(5.1) What the word “evaluation” means:
If we consider that evaluation has two meanings, we can avoid the problem of how to use the word
with respect to content and operation.
(1) In English the word “evaluate” has the same meaning as hyoka in Japanese, from which we
draw the meanings of “strengthen value”, “create value”, and “extract value”. In particular,
“create value” means to combine future objects with contents and current objects with contents

after verification. Furthermore, “the operation of evaluation” which comes after “the operation of
verification”, can mean to create values for combinations of whatever comes out after
verification.
(2) ”Evaluation” has another meaning, that is, to compare and evaluate to select the value created or
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combination as above
Therefore, using the word “evaluation” to mean creating a value and “evaluating” to select removes
confusion about the usage of the word, “evaluate”.
(5.2) Having an evaluation standard is essential during decision-making.
The following explains how the word, “evaluation standard” should be put into concrete form using
PMD and Steplists during decision-making and its contents.
The author (Professor Esaki) has put forward the thesis “Decision-making Mechanism by
Information of Difference” [3][5][6]
(1) In this paper, Professor Esaki stated that decision-making is done by comparing the vectors of
information of difference and value direction; the information of difference can be obtained only
by comparing two ideas or by comparing one idea and a standard. (Note: “do” and “do not”
comprise two comparative ideas. In addition, the author stated that a PMD (diagram of
purpose and measure) can indicate the value direction. Therefore, evaluation standards have to
include the value direction shown by a PMD. Next, we will put this into the process of
future-oriented verification, evaluation, decision-making and materialization.
Using chart 2 and chart 3, we can see that there are several phased
operations and phased decision-making stages for creating something new.
At each stage of phased decision-making, an evaluation standard is
necessary. This evaluation standard corresponds to the left side of chart 3,
which explains the insuring conditions in the post–assurance operation of
each stage of output. In this case, it means to know the customers’ taste.
The other side is the PMD direction, which shows the total value of the
project.
Chart 16, on the other hand, shows the transitional swinging width on the graph below the
estimate grade ranking, which traces the process of how to focus on a concrete idea step by step
in phases of projects. From this transition, we understand that the allowances change along
with the phase of the evaluation standard.
(2) Summary of phased evaluation and evaluation standard
We can summarize the final results for evaluation and evaluation standard so that we can make
them useful to society.
A. First, we will understand the condition of value direction by PMD, or RCD/FRCD and
summarize the abduction expression (key word) with cards.
B. Using Steplists, which show phased thinking and action (refer to chart 3), we can decide on the
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assurance condition of allowance in decision-making with swinging width (concept) within the
Steplist framework. The swinging width corresponds to each item in the post-assurance box as
the assurance condition of the decision-making process which is transmitted from the previous
output phase to the next input phase.
C. The concept of swinging width in the assurance condition at each phase is shown in the
estimate grade ranking in chart 16.
D. After completing the above procedures, we can finally define the evaluation standard for phased
decision-making.
(3) Summary of (1) and (2) using PMD expressions can be visualized in chart 17, “PMD (purpose and
measure diagram)”, which positions the meaning and content of evaluate and evaluation standard
relative to the use of DTCN/DTC (=Advanced Project Management Methodology [4].

6. Hypothesis for information flow/integration of the processes of abduction, induction and
deduction within the brain
The author (Professor Esaki) mentions the following hypothetical results in references [3]
(Episode 1, and Episode 7 in [4]) (Also in [7][8])
(Chart 18)
(1) When we understand, we nod. When we understand the keyword or upper level of a keyword,
we nod our heads down first.
When we understand the measure or meaning, we nod up first. (There are a
very few ethnic groups which do not do so. We will not discuss them here.)
We hypothesize that when understanding the purpose, information is sent to
the upper brain and when understanding the measure, information is sent to
the lower brain and stored. It has been observed that most people in the world
do this. From this, we further suppose that the front and back brain talk to
each other.
This pattern corresponds to the shape of a PMD, which indicates the upper
direction as the purpose and the lower direction as the measure.
(2) We usually shake heads when saying “no”. We shake heads to the left first when saying “no”
logically, and shake heads to the right first when saying “no” emotionally. (The rate of exception
in this case is about 4% for Japanese and about 6% for Americans. This will not be discussed
further here.)
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We think that shaking heads to the right is to send and check logical
information from the left brain for logical negation and shaking heads to the
left is to send and check sense information from the right brain for sense
negation. From this, we hypothesize that the left and right brain converse.
This pattern corresponds to the process of “input item, pre-assurance
operation, output item, and post-assurance operation” in the Steplists. It also
corresponds to the process of “Theme, keyword, comparative idea creation,
and selection of ideas” in the FBS diagram of the FBS technique, as shown in
chart 19.
(3) Hypothetical comparison of abduction, induction, and reduction based on the hypothetical
results.
A. Abductive thinking corresponds to the conversation between the front and back
brain.
The conversation between the front and back brain starts from either side or sometimes
simultaneously. When we understand the level of keyword well, we do not shake our head up and
down. This shows that the level of conversation between the upper and lower brain comes to the
level of the keyword and this seems to explain the condition in the brain when abduction occurs.
Therefore, the hypothesis that the abduction process is a conversation between the upper and lower
or front and back brain can be accepted together with item B.
B. Inductive and deductive thinking correspond to the conversation between the
left and right brain.
Generally, a conversation starting from the right brain spreads from a variety of images. This is
the order of the inductive approach. A conversation starting from the left brain is begun from a
certain deductive style which is the order of the deductive approach.
C. Summary
In the past, inductive thinking was recognized as thinking of various things or such a way of
thinking. Deductive thinking, on the other hand, was explained as thinking in a unified way or such
a way of thinking.
This thesis and the previous thesis made the following conclusions:
* PMD is able to express, explain and implement so that we can visualize abduction using the
purpose, measure, and keyword as core expressions to appeal to the majority.
* From the PMD diagram, the integrated observation that shows we shake our head back and
forth when understanding something allows us to form the hypothesis that a PMD, the way of
abduction, is a conversation between the front and back brain.
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Therefore, by integrating this observation with the methods of PMD, RCD, FRCD and Steplists,
we have a hypothesis for explaining the process of abduction, verification, evaluation, affirmation
and decision-making as a conversation within the brain. Furthermore, we have begun one of the
verifications based on the above explanation.

7. Summary
We stated our hypothesis that the conversation between the front and back or between the left
and right brain corresponds to a mechanism of abduction, verification, evaluation, and
decision-making or process of abduction, induction or deduction, up to chapter 6.
In the future, we would like to cooperate with other researchers to evaluate and verify our
hypothesis and apply this mechanism to computers and computer networks to achieve the
uppermost purpose of DTCN/ DTC, i.e., to protect the earth, create customers, and satisfy the
customers.
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Chart 1 Overall summary of DTCN/DTC (Enclosed with thick line)
Method of visualizing and sharing a process of "clarifying the relationship between purpose and measure,
verification,evaluation,decision making and matrerialization,which creates future-oriented mechanisms.
Relationship between purpose and measure

Verification,evaluation,decision making and
their materialization

Subject

This PMD design future
abduction

Key Word(in brief "Verb+Noun)

Purpose

Input
Stage

１
Verification/
Evaluation
(inductive
approach)

＝ Goal
Decision
making

Principle

Main
key word

2

Materialization
(deductive
approach)

Basic

Idea

Stru
ctur
ing

4

Second
infor
mation

6
7

１．Required information and knowlege to create
theme and future abduction using PMD.

First
Infor
mation

3

5

Entrance Key
Word what
should be
done first

Implementation plan(GANTT Chart)(conventional way)

Steplist Method

PMD method in brief (will do/want to do)

Checking the total progress and follow-up

8

Item

Pre-ass
urance
activity

Output
Item

Post-ass Caution,Decision
urance condit- maker
activity ion etc.

・
・
・
・
・
・
・
・

Grand plan

The phased process of
inductive approach
implementation

０

PMD

▽
Structural stage(verification
stage)to confirm and affairm
what,how,or why we can do this

▽
▽

When going over this
boundary line
Evaluation
stage

▽
▽

Steadily implement
and realize

▽
Review

FBS/WBS technique to fold the object of what?

3-5 phase improvement method
Implementation plan
Go-A-Head
Effective action
that we can do now
Effective action requiring a
little preparation

Step
list

Issue

Research

Issue

Action which we can implement after
inductive or deductive approach thinking

４．Specific trend
(example;music
disc)

WBS: Work Breakdown Structure

Basic idea and implementation plan

Research what problem or issue exits and after solving that,
follow inductive or deductive approach actions

Management and expedition
of total progress

Extracted and revised from Effective Plan Making and How to Succeed a Plan(Hisaya Hirose.Master thesis at Asahi University,1999
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Outline of PMD Method (KEY WORD METHOD)

Essential points of the PMD method

PMD(Purpose Measure Diagram)

An indivdual, or group of people can do the following by
using this method.
Create and agree on the purpose measure relationship.
Especially when starting something which has not
been done before.
We can:
1) Grasp the appropriate expression of the objective result(goal)
: (main key word).
2) Visualize the direction of the value for the same decision-making.
3) Clarify the entrance key word, that is, where we start.

The PMD method and other techniques related to DTCN/DTC are
methods which allow us to visualizea map on paper of what
we have been doing consciously in our way of thinking and action
Using the PMD method, we can lineup cards vertically in the relation
of purpose and measure, understand the focus of issues and clues
to realizing the goal and adjust the vectors of the people
concerned visually. The cards include as much as information
as is available, i.e.what we want to do,and in brief what must be done.

The image of PMD diagram

Essential points of procedure of the PMD method
1.Decide on the theme.
2.Ask the following questions about the theme:
1) In brief, what are we going to do with it.
2) As a minimum, what must be done?

Main key word

Where we should start

｝

Participants names

Time spent
Start:00:00
End :00:00

3.Write down answers on paper using "verb+noun" expression of
with few adverbs or adjectives.
4.Cut each expression out.
5.Comaparing two them in twos, linine them vertically based on the
purpose measure relationship between them as much as possible.
When an expression cannot be arranged, put it on the horizontal
line at the same level.
6. Add card expression that are missing in a sequence of purposemeasure relationships vertically by any means.
7.Search the diagram from top to bottom for the most appropriate
expression level for the issue based on purpose and measure.
8.The bottom expression of the purpose and measure is the expression
of the entrance key word, that is, where we should start in order to
realize the main key word.
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Chart 3 : Outline of Steplist Management Method
〇
〇

Create a ph ased procedure (M eth od for perfecting procedur e roughly established b y PMD.
This method is used when someone is already focused on wha t they want to do.

We can do following through Steplist management.
When facing a highly complex issue, PMD helps us to understand the purpose-measure
relationship and rough procedure necessary ti realize the solution of the issue.
The Steplist Management Method makes it possible to create faultless phased
procedure for more detailed thinking and action to reach the objective results.
Therefore, using the steplist form, we can:

(1) 4-boxes-acknowledgement to extract every possible causal element of in put and output relation ship.
Rice
Tasting

＋
＋
Heat condition
Heat
and time
(Preparation) (Cooking)

Put in the key
word which was
using PMD
method

Input
Pre-assurance
Item activity
Operation
Item

Assurance
condition

Cooked
rice

Cooked rice

(1) Arrange the process within a concept.
(2) Create the appropriate framework of the relationship between people
offer and proper acceptance.
(3) Create the appropriate evaluation standard before, during and after action.
(4)Locate the position where other conventional management techniques could be
appropriately applied.
(5) Create the framework of appropriate phased decision-making.

Output
Post-assurance
activity

Item

Confirmation
Item

Assurance
condition

From to extract all development stage operation items.(Steplist)
Item
Sub-title

Phased decision plan

A
Segment

Basic step

Inductive stage

Various thought stage

1

Deductive approach stage

Realization stage

C
Input

Item

E

D
Output

Preassurance
Item
action

F

Other
Postcondiassurance tions
action

G
Who approved the
outoput to the
next step and date
of record

First
information
collection

1. Acknowledgment of 4-boxes which can faultless pick up and identify the necessary
elements in the input and output process.
Any kind of thinking or operation ca be interpreted as the repetition of input and
output.
As in "how to cook rice well", shown on left side of this page, placing elements of
operation.steps into the 4-boxes makes it possible to pick up every possible item of thinking
and operation as procedure without leaving anything out.
Causal relationship

Input Item

2 Basic idea
Rice, heat,
water

3 Structuring

4
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Step
content

B

Top manager
Date
Promotional secretary

Base design or

Detailed design

6 or detailed
matter

Prototype or

7 implementation
8

Review and
correction

Put the name of
the goal gained
from the key word
expression and
create a procedure
linked with the
input in step 1.

Output Item

Cooking
(Assurace condition)
Heat condition
and item

Second
information
collection to
back up the
structuring

5 basic matter

Pre-asurance action
for output
Operation item to
create output item
using input item

CcookedRice

Post-assurance
action for output
Action items to move
to the next input item
Tasting and
confirmation
(Assurance condition)
Know customer`s
tastes

2. Explanation of Steplist Form
Top 4 boxes
Inductive approach (Various thinking stage)
The bottom 4 boxes
Deductive approach (Implementation stage after thinking and
deciding)
Vertical direction
Faultless phased operation to reach the goal.
Horizontal direction
Framework to pick up and allocate the element of each stage
According to the relationship of input and output, to enter the next stage, add the
necessary new elements to the output of the previous step and arrange them as
the input for the next step.
3. Method to create phased operational procedure on Steplist Forms
Write the name of the goal corresponding to the main key word obtained from thePMD in
column 7D in the chart.
Next, add the various input elements, such as current information, knowledge, or goods
to 1B.
Then fill out the procedural elements by their causal relationship to the result in 7D
and make up the phased procedure.
If it is not enough, add the necessary steps.
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Ｃｈａｒｔ ４ Sample Extract Abduction to Coreate Future-Oriented Management
(Future Oriented Artificial PMD)
PMD for completion of a graduation
Completion of graduation thesis

Question ?

Create my future

What are we going to do under the theme/subject?

Submit graduation thesis

As a minimum, what is necessary to do
Main Entrance Keyword

Complet the thesis
Write the thesis (draft)
Show pre-draft of the thesis to the professor
Write pre-draft of the thesis
Revie the pre-draft the thesis
Use supplementary documents and materials
d

d

i l

Write pre-pre- draft of the thesis
2nd entrance Keyword

Find the theme of the thesis
Arrange the diagram to show the purpose and measure relationship
Understand Purpose measure relationship

Understand QFD (Note)

Decide on the schedule
Plan the schedule

(Note)QFD: Quality Function Deployment

Decide the procedure
Arrange the pre-plan of the procedure
1996.5.15 made by
Haruo Ueda
Kazuhihisa Sgiyama
Atushi Baba

Study how to write the thesis
Think of the purpose and measure
Counsel with professor
Decide on the deadline
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Chart 5

Causal relationship between the thinking and action of abduction, verification, decision-making and materialization based on a future-oriented PMD, Key Word and Steplist

Main theme: Completion of graduation
thesis

Future
Abduct

Do, enough for

Step List(phased plan) form for abduction

S ub t it le (K E Y W O R D ): C o m pl e t e t he s is fo r
graduation

Ａ

B y lin ki ng t he r e lat io ns h ip be t w e e n p ur p o s e an d m e as ur e , e s t im at e t he po s s i bil it y
o f e no u g h do ing t he t hing s t o ac
a c hie v e t he g o a l

Ｂ

Ｃ

Structu
ring

Basic
idea

１

８

Basic
design
or
basic
issues
Prototype
or
Implemen
tation
Review
and
correctio
n

７
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Collected reference
and
structuring of the
thesis

Post-assurance
action

Others

1.Create the right
column
items
2.Research seniors’
theses

Item
1. Implement plan
for thesis
① Steplist
② Implementation
plan
2. Big binder
3. Seniors’
graduation theses

1. Counseling with
professor
① Thesis theme
（ pre-pre-plan）
from professor
② Counseling with
professor
about thesis

Adjust schedule with
part-time job

1. Approval of theme

Adjust the theme
expression
while writing thrsis, if
necessary

Professor

1. Prepare a personal
computer
for thesis

Professor

1 . Implementation plan
2.
Theme (preplan)
from professor
or seninor
3. Big binder

1. Resesrch on
references
and
theme
2. Various theme
introductions
3. Make PMD for
theme

1. Theme name (plan)

1. Defined theme

1. Collect references
2. Research at
library
3. Decide the core
outline of thesis

1. Collected
references
2. Structure of thesis
(pre-draft)

1. Explain to the
professor and
receive
suggestions

1.Write the core part
of thesis
(Pre-draft))

1.Completed core
part (pre-draft)
2.Answer sentense
and chart for the
questions of thesis
theme

1.Explain to the
professor
2.Suggestions from
professor

Ｈ

Ｉ

Output
Expression
Attendees

Actual
output
approved
by:

Professor

F ut ur e v e r i fic at io n

C an m ake it . I f I do t his ,
Will it be enough?

Acceptable?
Enough?

Completion of core
part of
thesis(rough idea)
and
professor ’s
suggestions

1.Checked items
2.Thesis
structure(draft)

1. Completed core part
(draft)
sentence,answer and
Completion of core part
chart
of thesis
question of thesis
theme
2. Professor ’s suggestions
Completion of details
of thesis
Completion and
presentation
of the thesis

Use the know-how
obtained from writing
the thesis
(example)

1. Complete core part

1. Make up the right
column

1. Enter the output in
right-hand column

1. Completed core part
2. Some sentences
before and after the
core part of the
sentence

1. Make outline of
thesis
2. Arrange thesis
intobook style
3. Arrange OHP sheets
and
printed
material for
presentation

1.Completed thesis
2.Know-how during
completion of thesis

1. Develop output for
the left column
2. Arrange one’s own
life plan

Professor

Future evaluation

1. Completed core part 1. Approval by professor 1. Operation of personal
(rough)
computer
2. Answer and chart
2.Use wordprocessing and
for the
illustration software
questions of thesis
theme
1. Completed sentence 1. Review with other
partsbefore and
colleagues
after the core part
of sentence
1. Completed thesis
1. Presentation
2. OHP sheets for
2. Graduation
presentation

A c h i e v e m e n t a n d r e s u l t 1. Satisfication
of student’s life

Professor

Decision-making

Professor

Colleagues
Professor

1. Report the life plan
and goal to the
professor when
achieved
2. Report to the alumni
(this is one idea)

Colleagues
Professor

The line between
stage 4 and stage 5
is the boundary for
full
decision-making.
This means that if
the student changes
the plan or
procedure after this
line, they will suffer
a big loss.
Therefore we call
this line the point of
no return.

Deduction approach

６

Set up the
theme(idea)

1.Know how to start
writing the
thesis
2.Steplist form
3.What I have studied

Pre-assurance
action

Ｇ

Who
approved
the
Output
Date

Materialization

Det
aile
d
des
ign

５

４

S eco n d
i n fo rma t i o n
collect i on
fo r b a cku p
the
sru ct u ri n g

３

Prepare and make
the
implementation plan

Item

Ｆ

Abduction approach

First
informati
on
collection

Step content

Ｅ

Output

date：
Operated by：

Use the key word expression obtained by PMD for abduction

Ｄ

Input

Approved by：
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Chart：
Chart ： ６

Comparison of actual sample of artificial pastpast - oriented steps of abduction, evaluation and
decision-- making and futuredecision
future - oriented abduction, verification, evaluation and decisiondecision - making

Step segment

１

Abduction

２

Verification

３

Evaluation
(creation of
value)

４

Final
decision - m akin
g or affirmation
(GO - AHEAD)

５

Implementation

６

Eva luation
after incident
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Actual past

Concrete future

Equivale nt stage of

example

example

DTCN/DTC

Asahara must have
committed the murder.

Only complete the graduation
thesis.

Only Asahara knows
where the body was
buried.
Asahara is the Devil.
He must receive the death
sentence to prevent more
crimes.

This will form the thesis.

Death penalty verdict

Start work on the thesis using a
word processor

Execution of death
penalty

Presentation of thesis and
graduation

Book: Asahara, The Life
of the Devil

・ Use the experience of
thesis(create the value)
・ Accept the effort of the thesis
(E-value=create value)

Arrange PMD and find
the key word
The first information
collection stage.
Idea stage
Structuring

Are the contents of thesis good?
The second information
collection stage

Basic item stage
Detailed item stage
Implementation stage
Review stage
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Chart 7：Thesis Viewpiont
The chart uses allow to indicate the viewpoints that explaine the pattern of abduction, verification, evaluation, affirm or decisionmaking respectively: a past-oriented explanation of an artificial mechanism(bottom left) which can be "intentional" or
"accidental", a past-oriented explanation of an natural mechanism(upper left), and a future-oriented forecast type of natural
mechanism (upper right) , starting from the pattern that corresponds to "abduction, verifucation, evaluation and drcision making
to create future oriented mechanism(bottom right)using each stage of the PMD and steplist as shown on chart6.

The pattern of abduction, verification,
evaluation and affirmation in a past-oriented
explanation of a natural mechanism.

The pattern of abduction, verification,
evaluation and affirmation in a pastoriented explanation of a natural
mechanism

The pattern of abduction, verification, evaluation
and affirmation or decision-making in a futureoriented forecast type of a natural mechanism.

The pattern of abduction, verification,
evaluation and affirmation or decision
making in a future-oriented forecast type
of natural mechanism.

The pattern of abduction, verification,
evaluation and affirmation in a past-

The pattern which corresponds to

oriented evaluation of an artificial

"abduction, verification, evaluation

mechanism (divided into "intentional"

and decision making to create future-

and "accidental"

oriented mechanism" based on each stage

Intentional
18-Appendix H R6.doc

Accidental

of the PMD and Steplists (Refer to Chart 6)
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Chart 8: The RCD Method, a new method of abduction to explain past-oriented mechanisms and the
FRCD Method, a new method of abduction to forecast future natural phenomena, starting
from the future management style abduction method by a PMD (Purpose Measure Diagram)
RCD (Result Cause Diagram), FRCD (Future Result Cause Diagram)

RCD Method
FRCD Method

RCD Method
Purpose

Result

Upper purpose

Measure
The boxes in the This diagram
have answers to the questions;
What we are going to do?
What is neccesary for what we are
going to do?

Cause
Main key word
This expression when combined
with the PMD,,becomes the
expression of abduction

Entrance
Key Word

This visualization can combine and supplement the information,
knowledge and wisdom of people concerned.
This visualizes what is necessary to do to achieve the goal using
PMD of the relationship of the cards to the people concerned.
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The current status or
the future possible status

The boxes in this diagrams
have answers to the question;
What is enough and which ResultCause relationship are enough?

The main cause
This is the expression of
abduction

There is natural principle

This visualize what is the necessary cause for the result using
an RCD of the relationship of each card to the people concerned.
This visualizes what is necessary to do to achieve the goal using
a PMD of the relationship of the cards to the people concerned.
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Chart 9: RCD (Result Cause Diagram) Method - Example of Abduction for a
Past-Oriented Explanation of a Past Mechanism (Intentional)
Theme: Asahara-Attorney Sakamoto family homicide
Question
To have the current visual phenomena
・ What is sufficient?
・ What causal relationship are needed?
The current
facts (Result)

Attorney Sakamoto family
disappeared

They were killed

RCD Method

Aum Shinrikyou pins dropped

Futon disappeared

They were kidnapped and
hidden somewhere

They were moved to a hiding
place

Artificial or natural phenomena

There is no abduction for
natural phenomena

There are natural phenomena

Current
phenomena

Possible to kidnap them without making any
noise by covering them with futon

There are culprits

Suppose Aum Shinrikyou to
be the culprits

Main
Key Word

There is the possibility for Aum to do that

Happen･…

If only･…are
there･…

Some within Aum are in trouble when
Saka moto points out Aums problem

Attorney Sakamoto saw Aum
as problematic

Attorney Sakamoto was contacted by
Aum Shinrikyou
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Entrance
Key Word
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Chart 10: RCD (Result Cause Diagram)Method-Example of Abduction for a
Past-Oriented Explanation of an Artificial Mechanism (Accidental)
Theme:

RC D Method

China Airline Crash Accident

Question:

Causal relationship result

In brief,what are the current facts?
In brief,how did the current facts happen?
In brief,how are the current facts?

Natural law
The aircraft crashed

Main Key Wo rd

Pilots made a a mistake in operation
China Airlines・pilots made a mistake
Piolts did not operate the aircraft properly
Pilots did not understand the circumstances appropriately
Auto-pilot signals and manual operation

There is no educational system for

signals were sent. However, Auto-pilot

Auto-pilot operation in the China

signals override the manual operation

Airlines pilot training program

signals
There is no system for releasing Autopilot when force is put on the control
wheel

No properly knowledge of how to
correct control correctly
Airbus company gives in sufficient
explanation of operation and
educatuion

Airbus had comprehensive design mistake

There is no design procedure

Airbus was not designed

Unclear how Airbus provides

to eliminate design mistake

following procedures to

reference manuals and procedure

avoid mistakes

that can be easily understood

Insufficient to design FTA/FMECA(note)

2nd Entr anc e Key W or d

Anything heavier than air drop

Gravity of earth

1st Entr anc e Key W or d

Observation: How to design without mistakes? List every natural law and every aspect
of human physiology. After that, design the aircraft.
(Note) FMECA: Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis
FTA:
Fault Tree Analysis
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Chart 11 RCD (Result Cause Diagram) Method - Example of Abduction for a
Past-Oriented Explanation of a Natural Mechanism
Mechanism of an Earthquake
Theme :
Occurrence of earthquake

RCD Method

Question
In brief, what is necessary?
In brief, what kind of causality is necessary?

Natural causality happens

Natural law happens
Earthquake happens

Ground fluctuation happens

Give fluctuation of the ground

Drastic fluctuation of ground happens either upwards or downwards
Ground stress is suddenly released

MAIN KEY WORD

Rock cracks underground

The plate is vulnerable to stress

Some strong and weak points exist in the ground
2nd ENTRANCE KEY
WORD

Critical ground stress is reached

Ground stress grows
Ground stress remains
Temperature of the earth or
surface of the ground goes down

No place to release the stress

Produces ground stress

Natural law is there

There is natural causality
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1st ENTRANCE KEY
WORD
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Chart 12 FRCD (Future Result Cause Diagram) Method -Example of Abduction for a
Future-Oriented Forecast-Type of Natural Mechanism

Theme
Collision of the Earth and Mercury
Ques t ion
In brief, what is necessary to happen?
In brief, what is sufficient?
In brief, what kind of natural phenomena could
possibly happen?
In brief, what kind of causality is necessary?
In brief, what conditions are required?

FRCD Method

Natural causality happens

Natural law happens

The Earth and Mercury
collide

MAIN KEY WORD

The orbits of the Earth and
Mercury coincide

Natural law is there

There is natural causality

There are natural things
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ENTRANCE KEY WORD
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Chart 13

(1/5) General Clarification Chart of Abduction Preparation, Abduction,
Verification, Evaluation, Decision-Making or Affirmation, Implementation, and Ex Post
Facto Evaluation in Each Case

F-I Future Intended Mechanism Creation Type (PMD)
Summarized
expression
Random
information

Preparation
abduction

Abduction

Verification

Evaluation

Decision to
fully
implement

Collect and record daily
information

What to do

Decide theme name
using theme PMD method

Concrete example
Acknowledge estimate
ranking based on a zero
base
information collection
phase
Graduate as scheduled
(Temporary theme)

Hold expressions of
“do”,
“want to do”, “good to
do” and
“should do”

Grasp the main key
word using a PMD
(Purpose Measure
Diagram)

In brief, complete
graduation thesis

Show structure and
causal relationships
necessary to realize
what you want to do (by
doing something)

Implement first
information collection,
idea design, and
structuring based on
Steplist
Method

Arrange total scale of
the
thesis through the
structuring
of the thesis based on
abduction (agrees with
theory)

Accept and evaluate
whether
they are realistic or
useful,
judging from multiple
views of the above
structured points

Implement second
information collection
based on
Steplist Method

Accept the contents
(draft) of
thesis

Decide on concrete
implementation
(GO-AHEAD)
based on evaluation

Move to full
implementation from
second information
collection based on
Steplist Method

Decide when to start to
write
final thesis

Go

Post evaluation

Method

Proceed with the
implementation, based
on the above decision

Make use of result in
society
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Work on detailed items
and actions based on
Steplist
Method

Completion and
presentation
of thesis.
Graduation.

Review and correct
based on
Steplist Method

・ Use experience of
the
thesis (evaluate the
value)
・ Feel satisfaction on
completion of thesis
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Chart 13 (2/5)

General Clarification Chart of Abduction Preparation, Abduction,
Verification, Evaluation, Decision-Making or Affirmation, Implementation, and Ex
Post Facto Evaluation in Each Case

F-N Future-Nature Forecast-Type in Natural Mechanism Type
(FCRD)
Summarized
ized expression
Random
information

Preparation
abduction

Abduction

Verification

Evaluation

Method

Concrete example

Collect and record daily Acknowledge estimate
and
ranking based on zero base
past information
information collection
phase

What happens

Decide the theme name Destruction of the Earth
using the theme CFRD (temporary theme)
Method

Grasp main key word
and causality using
FRCD (Future Result
and Cause Diagram)

The Earth and Mercury
may collide

The structure and
causal relationship of
….are and … happens

Implement first
information collection,
idea design, structuring
based on Steplist Method

This causality may result
in
collision (agrees with
theory of causality)

Accept and evaluate
that they
are quite
realistic, judging from
multiple views of the
above sequence of
structuring and
causality sequence

Implement second
information collection
based on Steplist
Method

Think may happen

Decision to fully
implement

Decide on the concrete
implementation of
research on
affirmed abduction

Go

Implement based on
above decision

Post evaluation

Make use of result in
society
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Evaluation test and
simulation results
show the above

Move to “Full and
concrete preventive
implementation of
GO-A-HEAD” from
second infor-mation
collection based on
Steplist Method

Decide on research and
action to fully observe
Mercury in every
possible causal
relationship

Work on detailed items
and actions based on
Steplist
Method

Research and observe
(include the full
observation or findings
of computer
simulation)

Review and action based ・ Countermeasure to
minimize
on Steplist Method
causalities
・ Maximized usage of
results of natural
phenomena to defend
the Earth
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Chart 13 (3/5)

General Clarification Chart of Abduction Preparation, Abduction,
Verification, Evaluation, Decision-Making or Affirmation,
Implementation, and Ex Post Facto Evaluation in Each Case

P-I Past-Oriented of an Artificial Mechanism (Intentional) Type
(RCD)
Summarized
expression
Random
Information

Collect and record daily
and
past information

Preparation
abduction

Abduction

Verification

Method

So what

Think…must be

Certify abduction from
multiple views and
physical proof

Decide theme name

Grasp main key word and
facts using RCD (Result
and Cause Diagram)
Method

Concrete example
Acknowledge estimate
ranking based on zero
base
information collection
phase
Aum Shinkyou (Religon)
is questionable
(Temporary theme)

Asahara must be the
culprit

Implement first
information collection,
idea design, and
structuring based on
Steplist Method

There are several facts
based
on abduction, i.e. only
Asahara knows where
the
body was buried.
(meets the theory)

Evaluation

Affirm abduction

Implement second
information collection,
based on
Steplist Method

Asahara is the Devil
based on verification

Decision to
fully
implement

Decide on
countermeasures
based on the affirmation
of
abduction

Move to full
implementation of
“GO-A-HEAD” phase from
second information
collection
based on Steplist Method

Judgement: Asahara to
receive
death penalty

Work on detailed items
and actions based on the
Steplist
Method

Execution of death
penalty

Review and preventive
action
based on Steplist Method

・
Countermeasur
es to prevent
future crimes
.The book: Asahara, The
Life of the Devil

Go

Post
evaluation

Implement based on
above decision

Make use of result in
society
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Chart 13

(4/5)

General Clarification FigureFigure of Abduction Preparation,
Decision-Making or Affirmation, Implementation, and Ex Post
Facto Evaluation in Each Case

P-M
Past-Oriented
(Accidental) Type RCD

Explanation

Summarized
expression

So what

an

Artificial

Method

Random
information

Preparation
abduction

of

.

Mechanism

Concrete example

Collect and record daily
and
past information

Acknowledge estimate
ranking
based on zero base
information collection

Decide theme name

China Airlines Crash

Arrange the theme using (temporary theme)
RCD (ResultCause
Diagram) Method

Abduction

Verification

Evaluation

Decision to
fully
Implement

Go

Post
evaluation

Think.must have been

Grasp main key word
and current facts
using RCD
(Result Cause
Diagram) Method

FTA and FMECA design
could not be processed
well

Certify abduction by
physical
proof of multiple views
and
structuring or causal
relationships

Implement first
information collection,
idea design, and
structuring based on
Steplist
Method

There are structuring
and causal
relationships showing
insufficient FTA/FMECA
design and crashes
(agrees with theory)

Accept abduction based
on
above elements

Implement second
information collection
based
on Steplist Method

Evaluation tests and
simulation
results show the above

Decide on
countermeasures
based on affirmation
of
the abduction

Decide on full scale
Idea planning and
preventive action
decision of
phase : GO-AHEAD
preventive action for
stage from second
future use using above
information collection
causal
based on Steplist Method relationship

Implement based on
decision that was
made

Work on detailed items
and actions based on
Steplist
Method

Arrange report and
procedure on how to
design
without any mistakes

Review and corrective
action
based on Steplist
Method

Countermeasures to
prevent
future accidents

Make use of result in
society
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Chart 13

(5/5 )

General Clarification Chart of Abduction Preparation,
Decision-Making or Affirmation, Implementation, and Ex Post Facto
Evaluation in Each Case

P-N Past-Oriented Explanation of a Natural Mechanism (RCD)
Summarized
expression

Method

Random
information

Collect and record daily
and
past information

Preparation
abduction

So what are they

.

Decide theme name

Concrete example
Acknowledge estimate
ranking
based on zero base
information collection
Earthquake
(temporary theme)

Abduction

Think that it .must
be….

Grasp main key word
and

The ground must have
been vulnerable to stress

current facts RCD (Result
Cause Diagram) Method

Verification

Evaluation

Decision to
fully
Implement

Go

Post
evaluation

There is causality like,
….are …,
…are….happened,
or ….is happening
Accept and evaluate
that they are quite
realistic based on the
above elements
Affirm the above
contents and
decide future use
based on
affirmation of the
abduction

Implement first
information collection,
possible structured
idea, based on Steplist
Method

There are structuring
and causal relationships
(agrees with theory)

Implement second
information collection
based on Steplist
Method

Evaluation tests and
simulation results show
the above

Move to full usage stage Affirm the above and
from second
decide future use using
information
above causal
collection based on
mechanism in natural
Steplist Method
phenomena

Implement based on the Work on the detailed
above
items and action based
decision made
on the Steplist
Method

Make use of result in
society
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Review and preventive
action based on
Steplist Method

Using the above
decision, arrange the
report and procedure
on the above
relationship chart for
each case of future
usage
・ Countermeasure to
minimize causalities
・ Maximization of
results to
prevent disaster
using causal
mechanism in natural
phenomena
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Chart 14 : Integrated flow diagram that illustrate the relationship of the process of
the abduction, verification, evaluation, and decision-making

Chart 13 (3/5)

Chart 13 (2/5)
In order to

In order
to

Chart 13 (4/5)

Chart 13 (1/5) Ge neral Clarificatio n Cha rt of Abductio n Preparation, Abduc tion,
Verification, Evaluatio n, Decision-M aking or Affirmatio n, Impleme nta tion, and
Ex Post Fac to Eva luation in Each Case F-I Future Intended Mechanism Crea tion Typ e (PMD)

In order to

Chart 13 (5/5)

Note：
Some people do abduction and research even when they do not know
if their research will be useful.
They should leave both their research verification results to explain
past-oriented natural mechanisms and those to explain past-oriented
artificial mechanisms as links to the evaluation results. This is
essential to making an appropriate evaluation.
To realize this, they should prepare the keyword or PMD-style
thesaurus for future use.
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Chart 15: Actual development sample explainining the main processes of abduction, verification, evaluation and
decision-making (Creation of a desk for easy-study)
Broad basic processes of
abduction,verification,
evaluation and decisionmaking

Operational step of
PMD and
corresponding Steplist

Operational contents of actual samples by PMD and Steplist
(Theme) PMD
Provide a desk which is wide enough to spread reference books and etc,
and is high enough

Abduction

Make PMD

Main key word
...do for...,only to do
Entrance key word
Where we should start

Inductive approach
Materia lization

Evaluation

Decisionmaking
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Narrow bases thinking of abduction, verification,evaluation
and decission-making, and contents of operation

Abduction

Arrange PMD

Verification

Arrange PMD and verify whether we can structute the knowledg

Evaluation

Obtain the main key word and entrance key word, evaluate whether
key words are appropriate for society or those evaluating the
PMD in term of their relationship to the purpose and measure.

Decisionmaking

Decide whether to move to the next step of key word realization

Abduction

Collect various useful tentative ideas to realize the main key
word (Usually, three comparative ideas are recommended for comparison)

Verification

Write them down on paper and verify whether they are possible to
realize judging from the view points of technique and cost

Basic idea

Evaluation

Pick up the characteristics, compar the three ideas and
evaluate them

Structuring

Decisionmaking

The first
information
collection
Verification

Narrow subprocesses

The second
information
collection

Stage transfer
from the second
information
collection
phase to the
base item
(This means
"Full-Scale
GO-A-HEAD")

Show the basic idea and structure that we would accept and agree with
to achieve the goal (This is the future evaluation)

Compare and evaluate comparative each of the above ideas on the basis of
cost, weight, ease of use, and disposal cost

Top personnel of the team make the final decision based on a
comprehensive evaluation (Issue the order sheet of the decision
to implement the idea)

Check that all material is ready for evaluation meeting and decide on
the attendance to the meeting.
Decide temporarily that the 3 proposed comparative ideas are
just enough to make a comparison and positive evaluationv
(This means that a positive evaluation will create the additional value)

Abduction
Verification

Verify ideas to achieve the goal from multiple points of view.
(If there is only 1 idea, think about whether it really is the
only idea)

Evaluation

Compare and add value from various views (If something is lacking or
needs to be supplemented, add the requirement or ideas and improve the
value of the basic idea)

Decisionmaking

Evaluate whether everything is ready for decision-making

Abduction

Explain theevaluation result=decision(draft) to concerned
people

Verification

Extract the condition and comments on the decision (draft) from the
people concerned and adjust to get the result

Evaluation
Decisionmaking

Get acceptance and acknowledgement of the decision(draft)
from all people
Top personnel make the final decision to implement (Issue the
order sheet, draw the design and arrange)
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Chart 16:

Grade of Estimate chart

(Use this chart as a thinking grade chart or the fussy ranking grade chart, if
necessary)
10-stage of grade of estimate class
Corresponding
Implementation
estimate classes to Stage after
Before abduction, Abduction,
Abduction,
Verifcation,
Verifcation,
Evaluation and
Evaluation and
Decision
Decision

Process of
abduction,

PMD and
Deductive stage in
Operational
evaluation
Step of Steplist
and
contents
decision
making
verification,

９

８

７

６

５

４

３

２

１

０

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Evaluate
materials for
decision-making

○

○

○

○

○

○

Decision-making

○

○

○

○

○

○

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

Random
Collect zero base
information information, and
Decide on the
abduction
design a temporary theme
preparation theme

Abduction

Design PMD

Obtain the key
word

First information Collect
information

Verification collection

Idea
Structuring

Evaluation
Decisionmaking

second information
collection

Stage transfer from
second information
collection to basic
items

Idea
Structuring

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

100
80
Over %

60
40
20
0
20

Under %

40
60

Note 1:
Use the figures in this chart only for guidance because the numbers have been obtained
from a certain type of statistics or experienced trend.
Note 2:
This material uses a part of the Manufacturing Planning Estimating Handbook by Frank W.
Wilson (Copyright 1963) of the American Society of Tool and Manufacturing Engineering,
with the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Co. This Figure has been enlarged with some
additions.
［ Citation］ ：
Michihiko Esaki, Advanced Project Management (The Method of DTCN/DTC) , AACII
Press, 1997 in Japanese, Figure 6.2-3. The estimate grade ranking Figure is quoted with
some additions.
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(For when the result will be

１．Make use of the result in society

used in the near future)
Link the decision to
something that will be
used.
(For when we do not know if

２．Make the decision
３．Arrange and structure to make use of the content of the decision in society

the result will be used in the

４．Evaluate properly

５．Use the appropriate evaluation standard at the point or phase

near future)
Restore the results
after creating a link so
that the results can be
picked up easily in the
Future, e.g., creating the
Keyword or a PMD-style
Thesis

８．Clarify the position and
10.Acknowledge the remaining phased

６．Clarify the directions

content of evaluation to

of value for evaluation

which phased operation

and decision-making

process and decision-making

correctness or exactness of estimation

is going to be done

of the object at the time of evaluation

７．Use the expression of
PMD method (Chart 2) to
confirm the direction of
value visually for the people
concerned

９．With the help of the Steplist

Form (Chart 4) clarify the
relationship of the phased research,
development, operation of
materialization and its phased
decision-making.i.e., clarify the
phased framework of evaluation for
phased decision-makimg.

swinging allowance width (unavoidable
scale of estimate allowance) of the

11.Use the grade of estimate in
chart 16, which shows the
correctness of the concept or object
to be evaluated

13．Acknowledge and use Decision-

12. Use the combination procedure of future-oriented

making Mechanism by information of

PMD (diagram of purpose and measure from the

difference from the DTCN/DTC method.

DTCN/DTC method and the abduction method by RCD
(diagram of result and cause) to explain past and natural
mechanisms and the abduction method by RCD(diagram

How to read this diagram
From the top to bottom, read and check that every
story is connected in a repetitive relationship of
purpose and measure as In order to do.....,It is
neceessary to do.....,(Repeat this)
。
Next, from the bottom to the top, read the
order of the procedure repeatedly as "By doing this,
then do next action above” Using this reading style,
verify the first possibility of realization judging
from the procedure.
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of result and cause) and Steplist (phased procedure of
induction and abduction) [2] Please refer to the following
for details; The Method of DTCN/DTC entering from the
value combination and procedure of people, Michihiko
Esaki, ASCI 1997 or
URL http://ims-web.asahi-u.ac.jp/ims09/
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Chart 18: The direction in which we nod or shake our head
Discovered by Michihiko Esaki in 1986

The direction we nod when we understand
Hmm, I agree

When we understand the purpose
or the level of keyword

When we understand the measure or
the meaning

When we find or hear the level of keyword

Ah, that is this

The direction we shake our head when we say No

Saying"No" logically
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Saying"No" emotionally
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Chart 19: The relationship between the creation of procedure
and image, and the left and right brain

Relative comparison of the four forms of "input item, pre-assurance activity, output item, and post-assurance activity"
in the Steplists which create the phased procedure, by using the left and right brain's ability.
From this, we understand the conversation between the left and right brain and how to make use their
role of functional rewsponsibility without any mistakes.
Input
A

Manufac
turing

A

Confirma
tion

Output
A

Rice
shop

(Money) (Buy rice)
Input
Pre-assurance
activity for
output

Left
Logic
Language

Right
Experience
Language

(Rice)

＋

Output

Logic
Language

Tasting
Cooked rice

Cooked
rice

Heat condition
Heat and time
(Preparation) (Cooking)

(Check the rice)

Left

Manufac
turing B

＋

Checked
rice

Item

Output
B

Rice

Comparative
check or hand
check

Rice

Manufac
turing B

Input
B

A

Assurance
condition

Assurance
condition

Output

Imput

Post-assurance
activity for
output

Pre-assurance
activity for
output

Item

Right

Left

Right

Experience
Language

Logic
Language

Experience
Language

Post-assurance
activity for
output

Item

Left

Logic
Language

Right

Experience
Language

The process of issue, keyword, comparative idea creation, selection of ideas in the FBS diagram
to create the image structure of the object and a functional comparison of the left and right brain
It can be understood that obtaining the keyword (Summarized abduction expression) is the

Logic
&
Language
e
u
n
a
ic&
g
o
L

e
u
n
a
ic&
g
o
L

e
u
n
a
ic&
g
o
L

Experience
&
Image
Creative
process

Logic
&
Language
Experience
&
Image

(1)Subject (level1)

Answer

(2)In brief, what are we going
to do with it?

Answer

(3)What ideas can be considered to
meterialize the defined function?
(4)What is the result of ideas
com parison of ideas?
(5)What breakdown structure is
Answer
suitable?(subject levelII)
(6)In brief, what are we going Answer
to do with it?
(7)What ideas can be considered
to m aterialize the defined
function?

Desk for easy study and work

Answer
Answer

Chosen
idea

Upper board

Leg

To provide flat and rigid plane
with holes to install legs
Idea
Ａ

Subject/Theme

To provide a surface of suitable hight
Function
which has enougharea for reference books (Key word)
Desk
Hang desk
Cantilever
with legs
from ceiling
Idea
desk

Idea
Ｂ

Idea
Ｃ

Fitt ing to instal leg

To support
upper board
Idea
A
Ｃ
Ｂ
Ａ

Ｃ
Ｂ
Ａ

Idea
B

Next level
Subject/Theme
Function(Key word)

Idea
C

Idea

To can be eliminated by
how breakdown structure is composed
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STEPS direction to think out
STEPS direction to draw
the manufacturing drawing

character expression to switch from the left brain to right brain (image brain).

Layout
Drawin g
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